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EVIDENCE OF ACHIEVEMENT

FURTHER READING & INFO

EXPERIENCES

CURRICULUM & CAREER PROGRESSION

CURRICULUM LINKS: CAREER LINKS:

SUBJECT SPECIFIC: BROADER:


	Text Field 1: Why do we hold Democracy in such high regard? How did we decide what our laws would be?Who decided what was beautiful in art?Classical Civilisations is the study of the art, architecture, history, drama, politics and drama of the Classical world: the world of Ancient Greece and Rome; the world of myths and legends; the birthplace of law, philosophy and democracy.
	Text Field 2: Term 1 - Near East & Greece. The origins of Western Civilisation and how it was the interaction with the cultures of the Ancient Near East (Persia & Egypt) that kick-started an artistic revolution, as well as a bloody struggle for survival. Term 2 - Classical Greece. The period of history in which some of the greatest monuments and artistic work was created, and still inspires others to this day. This term will also look at how the once mighty power of democratic Athens was bought to its knees by Sparta, as well as the rule of the 'God-King' Alexander the Great. Term 3 - Rise of Rome. The rise of the Republic of Rome from it's humble and violent beginnings, through its discovery of Greek culture to its complete dominance of Europe and the Mediterranean world. 
	Text Field 3: Object Study - using a combination of drawing, photography and written work create a profile of an object (such as a statue, vase, weapon or armour) that details the mythology, history and artistic significance of the object in question. 
	Text Field 4: British Museum visitsMuseum of London visitsWalking-tour of London sightsGuest speakers
	Text Field 5: The British MuseumThe Museum of LondonThe Classical World: An Epic History of Greece and Rome by Robin Lane FoxClassics: A Very Short Introduction by Mary Beard
	Text Field 6: Synthesizing knowledgeHistorical investigationArtistic appreciationCombining disciplinesDiscovering the classics
	Text Field 7: Presentation Organisiation Critical thinking & evaluation Oracy  Independence Perseverance Curiosity Enquiry
	Text Field 8: HistoryArtClassicsArchaeologyLatinGreek
	Text Field 9: ArchaeologistHistorianArchitectActorMuseum CuratorPolitician
	Subject: Classical Civilisations


